
Case Study: Motor Vehicle Workshop - Warrington – January 2017

Brief Description

Quest were asked to tender for a flooring project in a live environment, totalling 

800m2 of flooring in a busy motor vehicle workshop.  

The client wanted a surface that was easy to clean and low maintenance but also 

non-slip as the flooring had to ensure the safety of the employees and any visitors 

to the building. After listening to the clients’ requirements, Quest specified RSL 

Resutop FH coating with anti-slip properties.

Overview

Quest were awarded the contract shortly after the tender was provided and a 

programme was set out to properly timetable the work to be carried out. Quest 

were given just 2 weekends on the site from the start of the project in order to 

complete the job. It was essential that all materials and equipment were scheduled 

to exact timings as time was extremely limited and the job took place in a live 

environment which proved an additional tricky task. 

Firstly, the existing concrete substrate had to be mechanically prepared using a 

remote controlled, HTC Duratiq grinder, connected to a connected to an HTC 

vacuum, allowing a clean, dust-free operation. 2 coats of the RSL Resutop FH 

coating with anti-slip properties were then roller applied. As time was limited it 

was necessary to use such a fast cure product enabling a 2- coat application in

just 2 days and allowing the client to be back in operation on the Monday!

 

Despite the challenges of the environment, Quest met the main contractors 

programme and specifications to their total satisfaction.

If you wish to find out more about what quality Flooring can bring to your 

project, go to our website (www.questltd.co.uk), call us at 01925 737 369 or 

email sales@questltd.co.uk for more information!
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